ab=n It is also a unique factorization domain with respect to convolution. The purpose of this paper is to determine the conditions under which this structure is preserved when the concept of convolution is generalized to include a weighting kernel γ:
(ffg)(n) = Σ f(a)g(b)γ(a, b)
ab -n
The problem consists mainly in characterizing the kernels 7 for which 7-convolution is associative. There have been several attempts to answer this question in certain special cases: A. A. Gioia [4] characterized those kernels 7 which are functions of the greatest common divisor of pairs of natural integers (α, b) and for which 7-convolution is associative; T. M. K. Davison [2] , defining 7-convolution by {f?g){n) = Σab= n f(ά)9φ)y(ab, α), characterized those kernels 7(αδ, a) for which the subset of multiplicative arithmetic functions forms a group.
Actually, all weighting kernels 7 can be fully characterized by the requirement that the set of arithmetic functions remain an associative, integral ring under 7-convolution and this is our aim ( §3 and Theorem 4.2). The conditions under which unique factorization is preserved are a direct result of this characterization ( §4).
Finally, the methods which yield this characterization will be applied to the more general case of the ring of functions defined on denumerably-generated abelian groups or semi-groups to obtain similar results ( §5). 2* Preliminaries* Let A denote the ring of arithmetic functions under the usual convolution (1.1) and A r the set of arithmetic functions together with the generalized 7-convolution (1.2).
We wish to examine first the nature of those kernels 7 for which A r has the struture of an associative, integral ring.
It is immediate that 7-convolution is distributive with respect to functional addition for any kernel 7. The first condition imposed on It will therefore be assumed henceforth that 7 vanishes nowhere. Given this assumption, the only requirement 7-convolution must satisfy in order that A r be an associative, integral ring is:
Recalling definition (1.2), equation (2.1) is easily seen to be equivalent to
The nonvanishing solutions of this "associativity equation" (2.2) will therefore be those weighting functions 7 for which A r has the desired structure. They are analyzed in the next section.
REMARK. 1. 7-convolution is commutative if and only if 7 is symmetric i.e. (2.3) 7(α, b) = 7(6, a) for all a, b e N .
2. If 7 is a nonvanishing solution of the associativity equation (2.2) then, for all n e N,
Proof Let first a = b = 1, then 6 = c = 1 in equation (2.2).
3. From Remark 2 and Lemma 2.1 it follows that if A r is an associative, integral ring then 7 satisfies condition (2.4). Thus A r has both a left and a right identity defined by (2.5) e r (n) = 7(1, 1) 0 otherwise for n = 1 . 
where {cj is a sequence of arbitrary nonzero real numbers, when a t = 0 ----otherwise and (3.3) μ(a) = fi fi REMARK. In algebraic topology, solutions of the associativity equation (2.2) are viewed as cocycles and symmetric functions of the type (3.1), with μ = 1, as coboundaries. Part of Theorem 3.1 can thus be restated as follows: "a symmetric cocycle is a coboundary". This result can be proved in several ways, 1 but only in the case of symmetric cocycles. We propose to give here an elementary arithmetic proof which extends to the nonsymmetric case as well.
Proof of Theorem 3.1. One can easily verify that any function of the type (3.1) is a solution of the associativity equation (2.2) .
To show the converse, consider first the symmetric solutions 7: (a) symmetric case. The proof will consist in the repeated application of the associativity equation (2.2) . As an example, let first a = pV>p%* and b = p^pξ 2 or, for simplicity, a = a t a 2 and b -b λ b 2 . The following three expressions are a direct result of the associativity equation:
For example using group extensions [3] or the Kϋnneth formula.
Since 7 is symmetric in this example, Ύ(bJ) 2 , α 2 ) ~ ^( α 2, &A) and we can therefore make in (iii) the substitutions (i) and (ii) to obtain:
Note that the desired form ω 1 (α6)/ω 1 (α)ω 1 (6) already emerges in the last factor of equation (iv) provided we define The first two factors, which involve only one prime each, can also be reduced to a similar form: let
It is proved in the Appendix (Lemma 6.1), by induction on the exponents, that Ύ(p a , p β ) can then be expressed as:
It is now clear that a proper definition of ft) would lead to the desired expression:
The same procedure is followed in the general case: consider any two integers a = p" exponents may be null. In exactly the same manner one can use the associativity equation to obtain (3.6) 7(α '
Since 7 is symmetric, the factor Ί(p¥ pS», p{i . -p£») can be replaced by 7(pf x p£», p? -" Pn n ) and substitutions similar to (i) and (ii) yield: 7(α 6) = After cancellation and rearrangement of terms one arrives at
The same procedure can now be followed starting with the middle factor Ύ(p? 2 p2», pξ 2 --pi*) . Repeated application of this procedure yields finally:
Replacing now 7(pf% pf<) with the expression given by equation (3.5) and recalling definition (3.4) of ω 0 one can define ω as follows:
c** a sequence of arbitary nonzero real numbers . This definition is equivalent to the expression (3.2) given for ω in the statement of the theorem. Note that a t = 0 for those p t which do not divide a and that the extra factors of the type 7(pJ, p°* pi*-) = fc and ω o (p?) = 1/fc introduced by taking infinite products cancel out for each i.
This definition of ω yields the desired expression in the symmetric case:
with ω(a) Φ 0 for all a.
(b) general case. The proof in this case is only a slight modification of the previous one. Define (3.12) σ(a, b) Ξ Ί&Ά 7 (6, α) Obviously σ = 1 if and only if 7 is symmetric. The inclusion of σ in the previous development will suffice to carry through the differences due to nonsymmetry, after the following lemma will have specified the multiplicative nature of σ:
Proof. From the associativity equation (2.2) one deduces:
. Substituting in (ii) the expression given for y (qp, v) in (iii) and combining (i) and (ii) one obtains:
After cancellation of 7(g, v) this yields:
Since σ(p, q) = lMtf, p) this also implies:
and Lemma 3.1 is thus proved.
Repeating now the steps of the proof in the symmetric case, equation (3.6) where the last factor 7 in (3.6) has been replaced by its symmetric in order to apply the substitutions which led to equation (3.7) . After these substutitions and after cancellation one obtains: 
where ω is defined as in the symmetric case and μ is defined in the statement of the theorem by (3.3) . Note that if T is symmetric, μ = 1. Theorem 3.1 is thereby proved in its most general form.
4* Unique factorization in A r . From §2 it results that
A r is an associative, integral ring if and only if 7 is a nonvanishing solution of the associativity equation (2.2). As a direct application of Theorem 3.1, one can now determine the conditions under which A r is also a unique factorization domain: THEOREM 
The ring of arithmetic functions A r is a unique factorization domain with respect to Ί-convolution if and only if A r is commutative, that is, if and only if 7 is symmetric:
7(α, b) = 7 (6, a) for all a,beN.
Proof. The ring A of of arithmetic functions under the usual convolution operation is a unique factorization domain [1] . To prove that A r is a unique factorization domain when 7 is symmetric it is therefore sufficient to establish that A r is isomorphic to A = A γ . Since 7 is symmetric one can write, by Theorem 3.1,
where ω(a, b) Φ 0 for all a, be N. The map a: A ι +-+ A r defined by is the desired isomorphism.
If 7 is not symmetric, a counterexample indicates that A γ is not a unique factorization domain. In order to construct such a coun-terexample, note first that if 7 is not symmetric, there exist three distinct elements a, b, c such that
where σ is defined by (3.12). For if not, one would have
for any a,b,ceN.
In particular, when c -1, this would imply that σ(a, b) = 1 for all α, 6 contradicting the assumption that 7 is not symmetric. Since σ is multiplicative in both variables, one can therefore consider three primes p, q, r such that
Define then
The functions /, g u g 2 are prime and
fr*9x = 9ίrf
It remains to be ascertained that g lf say, is not the 7-product of g 2 and a unit. If a unit w were to exist such that 9i = ^r*^2 the following equations would have to be satisfied:
Equations (4.1) (r) where k = 7(1, q) = 7(1, r) ^ 0 . But σ(q f p) Φ (r, p) , therefore no such unit can exist and A r is not a unique factorization domain.
The results of the previous three sections can be summarized in the following theorem, which answers the question initially formulated in the introduction: 
Finally, it is a unique factorization domain if and only if it is commutative.
5* Generalization to the set of functions over groups and semi-groups* The methods used in the proof of Theorem 4.2 have been based solely on the semi-group properties of the natural integers N and, for the characterization of the solutions of the associativity equation, only on the group properties of the field of real or complex numbers. These methods can thus be easily extended to obtain the following generalized results: THEOREM 
(a) Let G be a denumerably generated free abelian group or semi-group or a denumerably generated group with at least one presentation in which relations do not exceed in number the number of generators they involve. For any field F and a function 7: G x G-+F, the set of all functions f:G-*Fίsan associative, integral ring under functional addition and Ύ-convolution if and only if

is an undetermined constant if p t appears in no relation of G or if G is free; otherwise x t is determined in terms of values of 7 on pairs of the type (pp, pp ... p a /) i ^ j . r, by the relations of G which involve p t .
REMARK. Here again, part (b) of the the theorem has been proved, for symmetric 7 only, by S. Eilenberg and S. MacLane [3] in the case of a free group G and by B. Jessen, J. Karpf and A. Thorup [5] in the case of any abelian group G and a divisible abelian group iJ. Our proof extends to nonsymmetric functions 7 for any abelian group H and for the groups G indicated in the statement of the theorem.
Proof of Theorem 5.1. The proof of Theorem 4.2 applies here, unaltered in the case of a free semi-group G and with modifications, in the case of a free group or a group with relations, only in the characterization of the solutions of the associativity equation (2.
2).
If G is free, definition (3.4) of ω 0 must simply be replaced by definition (6.5) of the appendix to include negative as well as positive exponents.
If G has relations, note that equalities (3.6') through (3.9') remain valid, as they are entirely based on the associativity equation (2.2) and only solutions 7 of that equation are considered. The definition of a) however must be modified to ensure that it is well defined: if G has relations of the type where ω 0 is defined by (6.5) . (For the sake of clarity ω* is defined in terms of finite n, but here again infinite products may be taken as the extra factors thus introduced cancel out.) One can immediately see from equation (3.9' ) that, with this definition of ft)*,
It is also a matter of verification, though much more elaborate, that ω* is indeed well defined. Reverting to the usual notation and letting c -1, definition (6.4) can be rewritten as: Thus, for jt€ = 1, (6.9) Γ(μη 0 + ε, ft) = Γ(ft, μft + ε) .
One can now apply induction on μ using the associativity equation ( 
= 0
Given these expressions for Γ and definition (6.4) of Ω, it can be verified that equality (6.3) is true. This proof is essentially unaltered if the domain of Γ is limited to the positive and null integers.
